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ActivitY 6

What are you doing now?

Whether you are working with students or staff or parents, this 
activity will help to remind everyone about happiness and joy. 

 You may be doing a topic on weather and seasons in Science. 

 You may be looking at change and adaptation in societies.

 You may be discussing change and death.

 You may be doing creative writing in English. 

You might like to try

1  Place a pile of leaves, all of the same variety, in the centre of the room.

2  Invite everyone to take one, any one.

3   Ask them to look at their leaf carefully and to get to know it as distinct from any 
other leaf, for soon they will be asked to place their leaf back into the middle 
with everyone else’s. Everyone will then be asked to pick out their own leaf 
again.

4  After a minute ask them to replace the leaves.

5  Ask them to close their eyes whilst you mix them up.

6  Ask them to open their eyes and retrieve their leaf.

7  Check that everyone has indeed found their own leaf.

8  Lead them through the text of the visualisation below.

9  After the visualisation, ask the students to brainstorm words that express their 
feelings at different stages of the life of the leaf. The rules for brainstorming are 
in Chapter 14 Activities to Calm and Energise your Class.

10  The students write poems of their lives as leaves. 

11  Some questions you might like to discuss:
 Which part of the visualisation did you most enjoy and why? 
 Did all the leaves end up in the same way?
 They died yet their feelings were different. Why was this, do you think?
 In what way is our life like or unlike that of the leaf?
 How do you feel about that?
 How does this relate to your values?

The Leaf
 this activity is about contemplation, the 
natural world, beauty and change; it involves 
imagination, creativity and reflection.

Enjoy the earth gently 
Enjoy the earth gently 
For if the earth is spoiled 
It cannot be repaired 
Enjoy the earth gently.
Yoruba poem, West Africa
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comment
This activity may begin to help a young person realise quite clearly the impermanence 
of life; the fact that all life is constantly changing and can be renewed; that much 
of life has a cycle of birth and death, be it day and night with dawn and dusk, or the 
seasons of the year, or birth and old age and death. In relation to suffering, this activity 
can help a young person realise that suffering is something that passes, it will go away 
or change in some way; it is impermanent; ‘this too will pass’ as stated in the writings of 
the medieval Persian Sufi poets. Life in all its magnificence goes on. 

The Leaf – visualisation script 
I want you to quietly examine your leaf... Get to know it even more...  Look at its 
shape... its size...  feel its weight... Notice the kind of edge the leaf has... It might 
be smooth, or jagged, or torn... Notice the veins... Examine both sides of the leaf... 
Gently feel each surface... You might like to feel it against your cheek... Notice 
how many colours there are, or different shades of one colour... Notice the patterns 
in your leaf... There may be patterns in the colours, or patterns in the veins... 

This leaf – given to you by a tree – is unique. There never has been one exactly like 
it and there never will be again. Place your leaf down in front of you. Now we’re 
going to use our imagination. Sit in a comfortable and relaxed position... Gently 
close your eyes... and be aware of your slow steady breathing... Imagine you are 
that leaf...

Feel what it’s like to be that shape...  that weight... those colours... You are a leaf 
on top of a tall tree... You’re firmly attached to a twig... and you’re surrounded by 
thousands of other leaves... all slightly different from yourself... Feel the gentle 
wind on both sides of you... Enjoy the feeling... Is it a warm wind... or a cool one? 
Now feel the refreshing rain... washing you...  making you shine...  Listen to the 
splash of the raindrops as they hit you... and listen to the droplets splash off you 
onto other leaves...  Feel the rain... refreshing... gentle... cooling... cleansing.

Go back to the time in the spring when you were a bud... Feel what it was like to 
be tightly closed up... safe and warm...  Feel the warmth of the spring sunshine 
making you want to open up to this outer warmth... Feel the life force flowing into 
you from your twig... Very, very slowly you open...  The tiny leaves within the bud 
start growing and opening... and you are one of these leaves...  Finally you’re fully 
uncurled... facing the sun... absorbing its rays... turning your pale greenness into 
rich bright green... All through the summer you live amongst all the other leaves... 
growing... feeling the strength of the tree running through your veins... You feel 
yourself moving in the breeze, light and graceful...  still firmly attached to your 
twig...
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The Web of Life in EARTH
Exploring Life and Death in this chapter

You have felt the sun...  the wind...  the rain...  You are fully grown...  What’s more 
you have a marvellous view from your high position on the tree...  What can you 
see?...  Have a good look around...   Can you see the other trees?... Can you see 
creatures in the tree?... What can you see in the distance?... How wonderful to 
have such a view! ...

Autumn approaches and you feel a difference... The strength of the sap surging 
through your veins ceases... You feel yourself drying up... Your bright greenness 
begins to fade... But you’re aware of new colours appearing on your skin...

Notice what colours they are... brown, or gold or red... or a mixture of colours... 
Suddenly, a strong gust of wind blows you completely free from the twig on which 
you’ve spent your whole life... the wind lifts you... You’re completely free!... The 
wind carries you high above the trees... You twist... and turn... and float... and 
dance... Feel the movement... enjoy it...

Then the wind drops you and you float gently down... till you rest on the other 
fallen leaves lying on the ground... It’s very peaceful here... What will happen to 
you now?... Do children come and have fun walking through the pile of leaves?... 
Or does some small creature carry you away to make itself a warm nest for the 
winter?...  Or do you lie quite still, gradually rotting away until you become 
beautiful dark leaf mould which will feed the soil so that the trees may grow new 
leaves next spring?... Feel what happens to you...

Now we’re going to leave our imaginary life as a leaf and return to the classroom... 
and now when you’re ready gently open your eyes, wriggle your feet and stretch 
and find yourself back here in the classroom.

There is no creation that does not have 
a radiance, be it greenness or seed, 
blossom or beauty. It could not be 
creation without it.
Hildegard of Bingen

Purpose andAction
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